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Ryobi stud finder

Enable JavaScript to improve your experience on the Bunnings website. We have detected that JavaScript is disabled in your browser. Enable JavaScript in your browser settings to improve your experience. A stallion finder is good for, well, finding studs you can't see. Knowing where they are is essential, so you can be sure to screw into them instead of just plaster when you
hang something heavy, like a mirror or a mount such as a flat screen TV. But some stud finders also have other features, such as deep scanning and AC wire detection. That doesn't mean they always do what they're supposed to do. There is a lot going on in walls, and it can be difficult, despite advances in technology, for any device to analyze everything and determine what is a
pipe and what is a wire from the outside of the wall. To test all the features, we put a selection of stud finders through their paces on a wall of our own production, as well as walls in existing homes. Best Overall Best Value Easiest to use Best Full Width Scanner Most comfortable How we testedFor our test, we built a four-to-eight-foot wall of common materials: wood and metal
studs; plaster; copper, black, pex and PVC pipes; and nonmetallic enclosed cable. Then we scanned the wall with each of the stallion fins. All worked as expected when it came to detecting the spikes, but we quickly found that a number of them designed to pick up the location of live AC wires simply did not. We checked with product engineers and found that steel stends, metal
pipes and channels could impair live-wire detection. So we went back to our test wall, removed the steel pins and metal pipes, and built another four-to-four-foot wall to test only the steel pins. Again, stud detection went as expected, but the devices only did a slightly better job of finding the living wires. However, a couple fared better than the others. We also took the stallion to two
homes – one house from the mid-19th century with swell and plaster, and the other a treaty house from the 1970s – for testing in the real world. What you need to know about the wallsDe most studs are distributed in 16-inch intervals- find one, and the next stud should be about the same distance in both directions. Changes in distance usually occur near the ends of walls or near
doors and windows. If your stud finder seems to be picking up things between studs, it could be to detect metal or plastic plumbing components, electrical boxes or wires, or metal ducts. Electrical wires usually run vertically on the side of a stud and sometimes horizontally between outlets. Remember this, and if there are light fixtures, switches and outlets on a wall, you can guess
where the wires might be. And pay attention to where the kitchen and bathroom are. Water supply and sewer pipes for the second floor are often found in walls on the ground floor, under sinks, vessels, Shower. Pro tip: If your basement is unfinished, you can go down there to look at the roof where the pipes go up. Tips for stud-Finding Do not touch the wall with any of your hand
while using a stallion finder - this can change its measurements. Some tools need to calibrate before scanning, so start from switches, outlets or light fixtures. Apply some templates tape over the area you want to scan. It will give you a surface to mark your findings without having to write on the wall. When you notice spikes, objects or living wires, you notice them. And where you
notice a stud in particular, scan above and below that point to ensure it continues to the floor or ceiling. Other measurements, not periodically, can be wires, plumbing or ducts. Freshly painted walls can be difficult to scan for up to two to three weeks, due to the moisture in the paint. The Bottom LineStud finders have their jobs cut out for them, given the many variables in wall
materials and construction. While you can get definitive results in one case, you may be left scratching your head in another. Take everything with a pinch of salt, and use the stud finder in conjunction with the placement of electrical and plumbing fixtures to find out things. Be careful with assumptions, wrong on the side of caution, and take your time. – BEST OVERALL – Bosch
GMS 120 Bosch's GMS 120 is much more than a stud finder (although it found the centers to within one-eighth of an inch). It can also detect live AC, metal objects, plastic pipes filled with water, and even rebar in concrete. The Bosch has audible tones, an illuminated ring around the sensor area and an LCD display – and all three work together, guiding you to what you're
searching for. The ring turns red when it's over a stallion, while the screen provides live-wire alerts and displays a bull's-eye to indicate the stud center. Although GMS couldn't find wires in our wall, it picked it up pretty accurately in the test houses.–WIDEST SCAN AREA – Franklin Sensors ProSensor T13 Courtesy With 13 sensors spread out over its seven-inch surface,
ProSensor T13 scanned deeply to accurately locate studs. When we discovered one, the LEDs above it lit up to show its full width. The T13 even appeared wide enough to display double knobs around door frames and windows. We found it easy and easy to use, and it reliably detected wood and metal studs under three quarter-inch thick plaster. Although this device is not
designed to locate pipes or wires, we got a flash of an LED when we ran it over copper pipes.–SIMPLEST –C.H. Hanson Magnetic Stud Finder Courtesy Except for a refrigerator magnet, you won't find anything much easier than C.H. Hanson's magnetic stud finder. Pushing it back and forth in an S motion over plaster quite effectively finds screws or nails in a stud with rare earth
magnets, snapping to their location. When you find one, you can scan up or down to confirm more screws or nails in line – if they've done so, you've found a stallion. Metal buds are placed in the same way, although it is light enough to feel the magnet take a little when it passes over a stud. Please note that it can also pick up on any ferrous metal under drywall, such as ducts or
electric boxes.–EASIEST TO USE–DeWalt DW0150 Stud Finder Courtesy DeWalt's DW0150 was consistent in finding stud centers, finding both wood and metal equally well through both half inch and three quarter-inch plaster. An alert in the form of an LED arrow pointed towards the spikes, and we found that traveling over the stallion and then returning to the DW0150 picked
up center was almost 100 percent accurate. (We will give DeWalt kudos too, to include a window in the middle, which made marking stud centers with a pencil easy.) The device also detects AC power lines – it was reliable through half an inch of plaster, but only intermittent under the three-quarter variety.–BEST EDGE-FINDER –Zircon StudSensor A100 Courtesy The
StudSensor A100 accurately placed the edges of metal and three studs through up to three-quarter inch plaster. Surprisingly, it picked up the edges somewhat early under half an inch of plaster, but marking both edges and measuring to the center still got us to the center of the stud. We like the one-handed operation, as well as the red arrow device projects on the wall where it
finds an edge. Deep scan mode identified objects inside the test wall, but StudSensor will not distinguish between materials. The shallower stud scan mode picked up the pipes too, just not consistently. We discovered ac wires in a three-inch wide area on our test wall - same in homes.- BEST VALUE - Stanley S50 Edge-Detect Courtesy If you just want to find a stud, Stanley's
basic S50 is all you need. It was designed to find the edges of wooden or metal buds. Just press the button and slide the S50 slowly along the wall, keeping an eye on the indicator. When it lights up, you're on the edge of one. It will stay on until you pass the other side, so when you do, slide the device back over the stud to confirm and highlight the edges, and then measure
halfway between them to find the middle. In our testing, the tool consistently found studs under half empty plaster. However, it was a little less accurate to detect the edges through three-quarter inch plaster. Scanning slowly in one direction, past the center and then back, got us accurate results over half- and three quarter-inch plaster. The AC detection mode was somewhat
indicates an area that is three to four inches wide when it picked up wires. But repeated passes allowed us to determine the path of the wires. In standard scan mode, the craftsman found some copper pipes, which was strange, but the pipe was too narrow to be a stud and the device never registered a center. Similarly, it detected black pipe in metal mode. (Note that although it
found the pipes, the stallion could not, nor was it designed to identify them as such.) Nevertheless, these measurements can help you identify other objects in the wall you might want to be careful about. – BEST FULL-WIDTH SCANNER – Ryobi LED Whole Stud Detector Courtesy Ryobi's Whole Stud Detector lives up to its name. When it finds a stud in the wall, it shows the width
of illuminating some of its seven LEDs: Depending on what is above the stud will turn on, and what is not will remain off. And it didn't matter if the spikes were wood or metal, this Ryobi found them both under half- and three-quarter-inch plaster. It also picked up pipes, but couldn't tell us what they were made of. (Although in fairness, the pipes were four inches apart, a sure
indication that they were not studs.) We discovered power cords in five-inch strings and followed their paths — so we knew where they were, but not exactly.–MOST COMFORTABLE – Zircon StudSensor A150 Courtesy The StudSensor A150 accurately placed the edges and centers of metal and three studs through up to three quarter-inch plaster. We like the one-handed
operation, as well as the red arrow device projects on the wall where it finds the center. And the backlit LCD screen was blessedly easy to read, showing information about what the A150 discovered. Deep scan mode identified objects inside the test wall, but StudSensor could not tell us that it was reading metal pipes. The shallow scan mode picked up the pipes too, just not
consistent. We discovered ac wires in a three inch wide area on our test wall – the same in homes.–MOST SCAN MODES –VIVreal Stud Sensor Courtesy VIVreal Stud Sensor was selected based on the high ratings on Amazon, the only place we found it available. It has four scan modes: three for specific objects (wood, metal, live AC wires) and one for deep scanning. Although
the edge found was deficient, it accurately detected the centers of studs, with a center alert appearing on the screen to tell us we had reached it. We found this to be consistent in wood and metal scan modes, through both half-inch and three quarter-inch thick plaster. In metal scanning mode, Stud Sensor detected copper and black pipes, only without a center indication, which
showed that they were not spikes and were not in contact with the plaster. In deep scan mode, VIVreal detected copper pipes, even though it was off by about three inches. Live AC wire detection was also unreliable, and the finder could not determine the wiring paths in our Wall. However, it discovered live wires reasonably well in both our test homes. Home.
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